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OFFICERS 

 Chairman Stan Jones 01234 266070           chairman@roada-bedford.org.uk 

 Secretary Martin Kidds                                        secretary@roada-bedford.org.uk    

 Treasurer David Worgan                          treasurer@roada-bedford.org.uk 

 Training Officer (Vacancy)    
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 Training Co-ordinator  David Chamberlain   01525 874436   training@roada-bedford.org.uk 

 Web Master Alan Freeman 

 Other Committee 
                Members 

Tony Glasson, Jenny Holliday and Rosemary Whittington 

 Newsletter Editor Val Jones                                            newsletter@roada-bedford.org.uk 

  
 

Welcome to the October 2020 issue of the Bedford Group of the  
RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders Newsletter. 

Main topics:  

       

Report on AGM via Skype Tuesday 15
th

 September & Committee meeting 29
th

 September  
“Committee News” 

View East – Simon Burgin Regional coordinator 

Update from RoSPA re Coronavirus 

“Snippets” recorded by the editor 

Test yourself Q & A  

               

 

 
Val Jones           October 2020 
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AGM 

At long last we were able to run the delayed 2020 AGM of 
the Bedford Group of RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders 
via Skype the minutes of which are on the website. 

The AGM took place via Skype on Tuesday 15th 
September. Thank you to those who tried to join the 
meeting via the link advertised, but unfortunately we hit 
some technical problems. Apologies for those who were 
unable to join us!  

 At this meeting the committee acknowledged Steve Davy’s 
considerable knowledge and time spent supporting the 
committee as Chairman, Tutor & Course Presenter on the 
Better Driving Course wishing him well as he moves onto 
pastures new in Wales. 

The treasurer David Worgan presented his report the 
details of which can be found on the website. 

Stan Jones presented the secretary’s report which noted 
the impact of the pandemic on activities within the group. 

Election of Officers. 

Outgoing Steve Davy presided over the election of 
Chairman. 

Stan Jones was elected as Chair (not an unfamiliar role to 
Stan who has fulfilled this role previously along with the 
roles of News Editor, Treasurer and Secretary). 

Martin Kidds was elected Secretary. The group feel very 
lucky to secure Martin on the committee who has previous 
experience with groups in Devon and Herts. 

Val Jones was formally elected as News Editor and the 
existing committee members all agreed to be duly re-
elected. 

Committee Meeting held via Skype on Tuesday 29
th

 
September 

The meeting was opened by Stan Jones as newly elected 
chairman 

The committee were pleased to welcome Martin Kidds who 
was elected as our new Secretary at the AGM. 

 

Update on RoSPA and Coronovirus 

At present RoSPA recommends meetings continue to be 
held remotely but we look forward to returning to face to 
face meetings as soon as possible.  

Tutors have begun to resume advanced driving sessions 
with associates ensuring agreed precautionary measures 
are in place.  Editor 

Eastern Region Groups’ Newsletter 

View from the East - September 2020 

Here’s a copy of the Eastern region Newsletter 
forwarded by Simon Burgin 

 “Hello and welcome.”  

I am not really sure where to begin with the news thus far 
in the Eastern Region.  

At the close of business when I sent my last update, we 
were well into lock down. None of us really knew quite 
where we would be heading, and the profound effect that 
Covid-19 would have on our daily lives.  

‘Engage, Educate and Enforce’ became the buzz words 
around our offices, with policing genuinely trying to 
educate and encourage people to do the right thing and 
follow guidelines. Enforcement being a last resort.  

This is not a massive departure from what Traffic Cops 
(Roads Policing Officers) do daily, for some road user’s 
enforcement will always be the starting point, No Seatbelt, 
Mobile Phone Use, Excessive Speed, Drink and Drug 
Driving will always see the ticket book and arrests being 
the only options. Everyone knows what they should or 
should not do by now, but this is always backed up by 
officers trying to educate the motorist as-well. 

As we have all seen shoots of normality returning, we are 
once again doing battle against this unseen menace. This 
time my hopes are that we maintain some freedoms, 
driving and riding being two of them.  

From my last news update, you will recall the number of 
fatal road traffic collisions continued unabated. Sadly, we 
have seen no change and I can honestly say that the 
numbers of road deaths we have dealt with in the last two 
months have been astonishing. Despite the massive 
reduction in road volume, our fatalities have continued to 
rise above ‘normal’ levels. The saddest news is the 
number of drivers that have been responsible for the loss 
of innocent lives due to the consumption of alcohol or 
drugs or on some occasions both whilst at the wheel.   

In the news: 

More Cops = Less Collisions: It was no surprise that a 
recent report highlighted a clear link between the increase 
in Killed and Serious Injury Collisions (KSI’s) with the 
reduction in Roads Policing Officers nationally. The report 
stated that Chief Constables can no longer see Roads 
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Policing as optional. I await what if any impact this has on 
our numbers locally, suffice to say we have fewer now 
than ever before.  

 Me myself and I: Thankfully I do not need an excuse to 
ride my motorcycle at any opportunity. With advanced 
testing for cars and bikes on hold I had some time to 
myself to do exactly that. A trip across country on familiar 
police driving school roads to Oulton Broad, where I used 
to spend many holidays as a youngster sailing a dinghy 
with my brother. Despite the lovely sunny weather no one 
was to be found on the shores of this lovely little place, 
which is home to the oldest power boat racing club in the 
UK (LOBMBC). Well worth a visit on a sunny Thursday 
evening for Fish and Chips and some close competitive 
racing on the water (suspended for this year but will return 
in 2021).  It was also the first opportunity to try out my lock 
down purchase and grab a cheeky picture on the slip way.  

Testing times: A good smattering of tests completed in the 
Cambridge area since the restrictions were lifted. It’s a 
shame not to be able to sit and have a tea or coffee 
afterwards, but we will get there in time.  

What’s Next? As soon as restrictions lift I will to get 
around and see you all. Thank you for keeping things 
going via “virtual meetings” there are so many platforms 
you can use, and for some it is an invaluable link to the 
outside world and a bit of normality.   

Please take care of yourselves, stay safe and keep in 
touch with one another.  

Simon Burgin  

Eastern Region Co-Ordinator   

  

 “Snippets” recorded by the editor 

 

“The I” (INDEPENDENT) extract from TRANSPORT 4th 
September 2020 

Motorists put off buying electric cars by high 
costs and lack of charging points 

Car manufacturers have called on the Government to 
commit to significant long-term incentives for electric 
vehicle purchases and binding targets on charging 
infrastructure. 

A recent survey by Savanta suggests that factors holding 
motorists back from changing to electric vehicle was the 
higher purchase price (52%), lack of charging points 

(44%) and fear of being caught short on longer journeys 
(38%) 

The chief executive of the Society of Motor Manufacturers 
and Traders (SMMT) notes that “until these vehicles are 
as affordable to buy and as easy to own and operate as 
conventional cars, we risk the U.K. being in the slow lane , 
undermining industry investment and holding back 
progress.” 

Another survey of 2,025 motorists by Auto Trader found 
that a try before you buy scheme could help dispel 
motorists concerns. Their survey suggested that 70 % of 
the motorists sampled would consider leasing an electric 
car for a two - three year prolonged test drive, getting to 
grips with the features and technology before to 
committing to buying one outright.   

 

“The I” (INDEPENDENT) Extract from Transport July 1st 
2020 

E scooters to be made legal on UK roads to ease 
pressure on public transport  

Rental e scooters became legal on U.K roads for the first 
time on Saturday 4th July as the government looks to ease 
pressure on public transport amid the Coronavirus crisis. 
The scooters will be banned on pavements and will be 
limited to 15.5mph. Riders are recommended to wear 
helmets. 

Users will need a full or provisional car, motorcycle or 
moped licence to take part in trials and must be aged 16 
or over 

______________________________________________ 

The Times September 25th 2020 

Scooter hire firm to pay for police spot checks on users. 
Police will carry out spot checks on electric scooter riders 
under new measures to prevent them being used by drunks 
on pavements. 

A leading e-scooter operator said that it would pay for 
increased police patrols to stop a minority of “anti-social 
people deliberately and persistently breaking the rules” 

Users can be fined £300 and have six points added to their 
driving licence for offences. They can also be banned from 
using e scooters in the future. 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 
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The Daily Mail October 3rd 2020 

_______________________________________________ 

New plague on our pavements 

The mail runs an investigation 

The use of e scooters has already been suspended in 
Coventry following reports of users mounting pavements 
and driving through shopping centres. 

A report by the M.Ps’ transport committee ( 1
st
 Oct) called 

for all e scooters to be legalised- allowing even those who 
do not have a driving licence to use them. 

This is despite warnings that their popularity is already 
resulting in growing numbers of serious injuries and 
fatalities. 

Editor 

_______________________________________________ 

Extracts from Care of the Road (August 2020) 

Recent tweets 

 

It is estimated that 2,900 casualties are caused by poor 
driver vision each year. Drivers and riders must be able to 
read a number plate at a distance of twenty metres, using 
corrected lens if required – always keep up with your eye 
tests and book an appointment early if concerned. 

 

Personal Observations 

It is interesting to note there appears to be an increase in 
electric charging points as I drive out and about. What’s 
more there appears to be an increase in vehicles using 
them indicating a trend towards greener form of transport. 
Given that the government target is to phase out 
conventional petrol and diesel engine vehicles earlier, one 
can anticipate this trend will continue. The Committee on 
Climate Change (CCC) has recommended that the market 

for electric vehicles be 100% by 2035 at the latest to meet 
the new 2050 net zero target. 

Indeed it was noted that charging points had been installed 
in a new garage in Hereforshire.  

Planning for journeys will need to take account of the time 
needed to charge the vehicle, as well as ensuring there are 
charging points en route. 

_______________________________________________ 

 

Question & Answer 

Roadcraft (The Police Drivers Handbook) 
promotes the importance of driver attitude in 
relation to safe driving 

Test Yourself 

What are the qualities of a safe and competent 
driver?   

Seven are listed on page 3 of the handbook. 
How many can you recall? 

1__________________________________ 

2__________________________________ 

3__________________________________ 

4__________________________________ 

5__________________________________ 

6__________________________________ 
7__________________________________ 

 

Which strategy is best for dealing with road 
rage? 

 

1) Control your anger 

2) Don’t take traffic problems personally 

3) Avoid making eye contact with an aggressive 
driver. 

4) Don’t make obscene gestures 

5) Don’t tailgate 

6) Use your horn sparingly 

7) Don’t block the passing lane 

8) Don’t block the right hand turn 
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What do you do if road rage follows 
you? 

 

What do you do if someone is travelling too 
close behind you? 

a) Do you pull over when it is safe to do so and let 
them pass? 

b) Or do you speed up to get out of their way? 

c)  Or slow down? 

 

Which group is more likely to have road 
rage? 

a) Males less than 19 years of age 

b) Women on the school run 

c) Men between the ages of 35 - 50 

 

 A new development to look out for 

The Times:  Saturday 5
th
 September 2020 

Technology to keep traffic flowing gets the 
green light - Graeme Green Transport Correspondent  

A new generation of smart traffic lights that help to keep traffic 
moving could be introduced as part of the latest measures to 
combat congestion. 

Plans are being drawn up to use technology that feeds 
information to motorists about the appropriate speed to use on 
the approach to lights, ensuring vehicles are not stuck on red. 

The system, called green light optimal speed advice (Glosa) is 
intended to improve journey times and prevent engines stopping 
and staring at lights. Which can drastically worsen levels of 
exhaust emissions. 

A report backed by the Department for transport said that the 
new technology would” Provide a new rapidly available tool for 
reducing stops and congestion” 

 

Editor 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

Thanks to David Worgan for this gem! 


